Life's Little Pleasures

Our friend Thomas is a keen gardener, and it is always a great joy to walk around his garden. Recently, I was admiring some beautiful double chrysanthemums he had on show.

“Yes, they’re fine,” he agreed, but seemed to hesitate as he said it. I waited for him to continue. “Yes, there have been some wonderful developments—new varieties and all the rest of it. Yet sometimes, you know, I think we brush aside too easily the simple types, the single flowers with their delicate perfection.” And he led me across the lawn and pointed out just such an example.

No one, I think, would want to lose some of the wonderful developments which man’s skill and care has brought to all kinds of things, but I think we need to remember Rudyard Kipling’s prayer, “Teach us delight in simple things. . .”

—Francis Gay

Possessions, outward success, publicity, luxury—to me these have always been contemptible. I believe that a simple and unassuming manner of life is best for everyone, best for the body and the mind.

—Albert Einstein

It was God who created the simple pleasures and joys of life for us to enjoy. He made our bodies and our senses to be able to look upon and enjoy things which are beautiful, to taste things which are delicious, to hear beautiful music, to feel nice things that we touch, and to smell the beautiful perfume of a flower or even of a delicious meal that is cooking.

—David Brandt Berg

A praiseful heart can find joy in so many things—learning a skill, walking through the woods, meeting a friend, viewing a beautiful sight, cooking a good meal, giving a gift, teaching a child, helping someone in need, finding ways to serve, discovering a new truth, appreciating an old one, reaching out to God in prayer, passing His love on in little or big ways. There are so many things in life to be happy about—simple things, little things, joyous things, precious things.

Jesus, please help us to seize each opportunity for enjoyment of all You’ve given us. Help us to see all the sparkles You’ve put in our path and to not fail to thank You for them, knowing that they and You are what make life wonderful.

—Chloe West

An Ounce or Two of Heaven

I should like to buy a perfume, Nothing fancy, something plain— I had in mind the scent Of city streets washed clean with rain; Or, possibly, the fragrance Of a baby freshly tubbed; Or the spicy, heady odor Of green mint leaves crushed and rubbed; Do you have that grand aroma Found in fresh-baked homemade bread? Or the luxury-laden fragrance Of clean sheets upon a bed? How about the smell of bacon, Crisp and brown and sizzling good? Or the dreamy, smoky odor Of a fire in the wood? Perhaps you have the crispy Smell of autumn in the air, Or that more seductive fragrance Of a spring day, soft and rare— I should like to buy a perfume, Any simple scent will do— Just an ounce or two of Heaven Made up in an earthly brew.

—Helen Marshall

“Godliness with contentment is great gain” (1 Timothy 6:6, NKJ).